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Panztel launch advanced system for the 

management of remote workforces 
After extensive R & D, Panztel launch eziTracker Scheduler, 

a comprehensive and fully integrated system for managing remote workforces 
and a significant evolutionary development of the company’s market leading 

eziTracker remote workforce monitoring system. 
 
 
24 May 2012 – Panztel, the pioneer of remote workforce electronic monitoring 

systems, have just launched their new eziTracker Scheduler.  The culmination 

of an extensive R & D investment, eziTracker Scheduler is a comprehensive 

and fully integrated software platform for managing remote workforces and a 

significant evolutionary development of the company’s market leading 

eziTracker remote workforce monitoring system. 
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Numerous larger employers of cleaners, security and maintenance staff, 

including some of the UK’s biggest facility management companies, already 

use Panztel’s market leading eziTracker service as a simple and cost effective 

way of keeping track of their remote workforce; the twin core benefits of 

eziTracker being electronic proof of service provision to clients, for example 

actual evidence of time spent at a client’s premises cleaning, together with 

eliminating the need for manual processing of timesheets thus reducing the 

colossal task of hundreds of employees completing paper time sheets every 

week. 

 

The all-new eziTracker Scheduler takes this proven and highly successful 

system to yet another level.  Feature-packed, this advanced version means 

companies get the benefit of a fully integrated platform that enables them to 

control and plan every aspect of managing remote workforces along with 

ensuring that H&S, employment and other compliance or regulatory 

requirements are adhered to. 

 

Commenting on the launch of eziTracker Scheduler, Jonathan Hudson, 

Managing Director of Panztel, said, “We developed eziTracker Scheduler in 

response to demand from clients for a system that pulled together all the key 

aspects of employing large remote workforces in one place – as a single point 

resource. 

 

“This new version effectively takes our core eziTracker product to a 

completely new level, giving employers a fully integrated management 

solution that encompasses HR, compliance, contract monitoring, staff 

scheduling, timesheets, payroll and invoicing all in one user-friendly software 

platform. 

 

“With eziTracker Scheduler clients retain all the core benefits of our 

established and proven core product but gain enhanced features such as 

automatic job scheduling; electronic recording and maintenance of HR 

records; seamless links to payroll processing; production of invoices; contract 
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performance monitoring; compliance with employment legislation, forward 

planning tools and streamlined timesheet approval. 

 

“Overall, eziTracker Scheduler will help companies retain contracts through a 

step change in service delivery.  We are therefore highly confident that it will 

generate significant demand from large employers of remote workforces, 

including many of our existing clients”. 

 

For more information contact Panztel on 0845 453 4156 and visit: 

www.ezitracker.com. 
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Note to Editors 
Established in 1998, the Panztel Group has separate trading companies in 
each of its key geographical markets:  Australia, New Zealand and the UK.  All 
the companies supply and support the same key branded services:  
eziTracker, eziTracker hm and Loneworker Companion.  Local authorities 
currently make up the biggest sector of registered users of Panztel services. 
 
 
 
Caption for picture:  ‘With eziTracker Scheduler employers get the benefit of 
a fully integrated platform that enables them to control and plan every aspect 
of managing a remote workforce’. 
 


